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The Director-General was requested by the Third World Health Assembly to 

submit to the Executive Board and to the Fourth World Health Assembly "a special 

report on the measures adopted in application" of resolution TÍHA3.63. The 

Assembly also requested "the Executive Board to submit its observations and 

comments on this report to the Fourth World Health Assembly" • 

The following observations refer to the principles contained in the annex 

ta resolution MiA.3.63. 

1. Bulletin of the World Health Organization 

Every attempt has been made to include in the Bulletin texts "chosen on the 

grounds of high technical or scientific quality combined with as wide an inter-

national appeal as possible"• The four numbers published in 1950 contained a 

variety of papers on subjects directly within the Organization's field of 

interests• Many of the studies published were from laboratories which regularly 

collaborate with Щ0, and a high proportion of the authors were internationally 

recognized authorities on their subjects• 

It is anticipated that at least six, and possibly eight, numbers will have 

been issued by the end of 1951. This increased output will be facilitated by 

the decision (EB6/R.9) of the Executive Board that the Bulletin should henceforth 

be published in a single edition
 M

containing articles either in English or 

French, according to the language in which they are submitted, with summaries 

in both working languages of the Organization". 
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For budgetary reasons it was not possible to fill the past of Chief of 

..Editorial Section in'1950, nor will it be possible in Prevision for 

filling- such a post has
3
 however； been made in the proposed Programme and. 

Budget Estimates (EB7/18) for 1952
0
 Ihile svery attempt 7dll be made to increase 

the frequency of publication of the Bulletin in 1952, it is not possible to give 

a definite undertaking to iDublish it monthly until the financial position of the 

Organization in that year is known and a closer forocasb can be r.ade on the 

amount of high-priori'oy v:ork (especially 

non-serial publications) which will fali-

te chnical publications» 

the Tsclmical Report Series, and essential 
— • • 一 - - — — i •• _ i 11 ^ 

.to the staff of the unit responsible for 

An important new departiere is the Monograph' Series which will consist of 
•• Î ai „^м к -шмшг л^м .т^л^-тл 

• ... f ....+•. 

repr-ints. of fimdamental studios initially published in the 3.u]..letin.
0
 The purpose 

of this séries is to make such, studios -available for sale in a convenient and 

attractive formо Special efforts � 1 1 � . b e made to bring these, studies to the 

attention of the world
 !

s technical, press and, certain cases, of important 

general newspapers
 0
 The first two studies to be - published in this series are on 

"Maternal Care and. Mental Health" (184 pages ) and ''Parchiatric Aspects of 

Juvenile Delinquency" (92 pages)» These will both appear in the r'irst quarter 

of 1951。 In both cases separate editi.on,s.in English and French, are being pub-

lished, as summaries of studies of such broad scope are of relatively little value. 

.The bibliographical section of the Bulletin is st4.ll confined to references 

with—a bearing on the pestilential diseases,. While it is hoped that it may be 

possible in the future to extend the scope of this section, the inclusion of an 

abstracting section т/vhich � o u l d make a significant conti-lbution-to the existing 

network of abstracting services seems to offer insuperable difficulties。 However^ 

it should be borne in mind that the Bulletin has included, and will,continue to 

include a number of critical and well dociamentecl reviews of literature with full 

bibliographies. In 1950^ c. itipai reviews with bibliographies viere published on 

BCG vaccination (135 references、 trachoma (194 references), lymphogranuloma 

venereum (116 references)/ Q fever (84 references)., juvenile delinquency (137 

references ) and brucellosis (?3 references"). 
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. International Digest of Health Legislation 

Four numbers of the Digest were published in 1950， and the principles enun-

•ciated in the annex to resolution TOA3.63 have been closely followed. The only 

departure from them is that, as a result of a decision (EB6/R.19) of the Executive 

Board, an edition consisting of separate fascicles is not published. 

Chronicle of the World Health Organization 

The Chronicle has kept "to the role of publicity and general information 

for which it шз originally intended" and hés mántained its monthly rhythm of 

publication with no increase in the number of pages. 

However, attempts are constantly being made to give more effective coverage 

in the Chronicle of regional activities. 

The number of separate publications, the diversity of subjects covered, 

and the need for working in more than one language, are causes of complex pub-

lishing problems. However, by comparison with 194? the output and quality of 

1H0 technical publications have risen considerably. Methods and procedures are 

under constant review, and further improvements are to be anticipated as a 

natural consequence of increasing maturity of the Organization
0 

The Executive Board may wish to submit its observations and comments on 

this report to the Fourth World Health Assembly in the form of a resolution. 

It is suggested that this resolution should include the following points: 

A n a

PPraisal of the programme of publications completed in 1 9 5 0 . 
2

' Comments on the Director-General is statement of publishing 

possibilities in 1951 and 52， with special reference to 

(a) frequency of publication of the Bulletin in 1952, 

(b) the difficulties in the way of including abstracts 
m the bibliographical section of the Bulletin, 

3

* Comments on the relation of the size of the total regular budget of 

the Organization for expenditure at Headquarters to the possibility 

of expanding the programme of publications. 


